Singapore Math and Spalding Phonics Resources for Parents

**Spalding Phonics Resources**
- Phonogram Videos
- Handwriting Guide, Markings, and Rule Assistance
- Cursive Handwriting
- NY Times Article: “What’s Lost as Handwriting Fades”

**Phonogram Cues**
- ai: not used
- oi: not used
- er: her
- ir: first
- ur: nurse
- ear: early
- au: not used
- ck: two letters
- ui: not used
- oa: boat
- ph: two letters
- oe: (there is no cue)
- kn: two letters, beginning
- gn: two letters
- wr: two letters
- dge: three letters
- eigh: four letters
- ti: tall
- ci: short

**Singapore Math Resources**
- Bar Modeling
- Bar Modeling Practice: Addition and Subtraction
- Bar Modeling Practice: Multiplication and Division
- Bar Modeling Practice: Fractions
- Interactive Model Drawing
  - Step-by-Step Model Drawing
- Singapore Math Demystified
  - Why Before How
  - Step-by-Step Model Drawing
  - Greg Tang Math